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I am very disappointed in that I have had a camera failure and all the photos I took Saturday and Sunday were 
not recorded on the memory card. It is especially sad to have lost all the photos I took yesterday at Mpunge. 
This is the fourth of the villages in the Mokono area that Dr. Kefa Semangi, Pastor Edward Kasaija of First 
Presbyterian in Kampala, along with Rashid Luswa, have been working to plant churches the last six years.

I was last in Impuge in 2008 and was astounded to see the progress they have mode. In 08 they had a 
temporary wooden structure (which is still in use) but now a classroom block of eight classrooms is nearing 
completion along with a structure to house four teachers for the school and a building used as a sanctuary now, 
but will be subdivided into more classrooms when a sanctuary is built in the next few years. 

The driving force at the church is a gentleman named Salongo (meaning father of twins) who has overseen the 
group in making hundreds of bricks for their buildings, digging footers for the foundations, mixing concrete, 
and helping put on the roofs. They  have had outside help with funds donated to buy cement and iron sheets for 
the roof and some skilled brick masons, but much has been done by the group. I regret I do not have the 
photos. There were about 75 in church yesterday and most adults had their own Bibles and took notes in 
Sunday School and Church. I will make it a point to go back here soon so I can retake the photos.

We have finished the eye clinic in the village and have returned to Lookout Ridge. After church yesterday, we 
transported 23 people to Lookout Ridge for pre-op and transport to surgery this morning. A second group will 
arrive tonight for pre-op while the first group has a follow-up exam before being returned to their village. This 
process will continue all week. I am seeking to have pastoral influence will all the patients, plus in the pre-op I 
helped with measuring blood sugars levels. The ultrasound machine used to measure the eye to enable the 
doctor to use the correct implant is without a printer here so my second job is to take a photo of the information 
on the screen for each eye and then print that from my laptop so Dr. Bonner has access to all the information 
he needs during surgery. This ultrasound info measurement is numerical and not a picture of the eye.

Below are some photos I wanted to share as well.

We thank you for your prayers.

You can see all my updates plus I am now posting Dr. Bonner's as well at 
http://www.ugandamission.net/reports/list.html

God bless,
Bob



The sign at Kiyoola Church inviting the village 
families to the eye clinic last week

Here Moses Mulindwa, a nursing student a 
Mugalo Hospital, is registering a lady for the 

clinic last week

The sound man for the outreach was George 
Kintu. He was also sound man and keyboard 

player for out Fort Portal outreach in 1999. It 
was good to renew our friendship.

This is our reading glasses distribution booth 
which was run by one of the staff from the 

Mengo Hospital Eye Clinic.

On the way back to the guest house in Mokono 
on Friday, we stopped to visit a grocery shop 
and soon our driver and a couple other of the 

Ugandans were in a heated debate with local 
traffic police for illegal parking. Never mind 

there were vehicles parked in front and behind 
us. We had to pay a 40,000 shilling fine

A very typical early evening scene along the 
city streets in Uganda are cooking stands setup 
to provide fast foods for folks in the area. What 

is interesting is every few feet you find another 
stand cooking and sellng the same things 
the stand a few steps back was also selling
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This is the rice cook at Kiyoola, beginning the 

rice for the day by making a base of tomatoes 
and onions cooked over an open fire. It is quite 
interesting to watch him work. The stirring tool 

is almost as big as a boat paddle

The Kiyoola church building does not have a 

roof so a series of about 20 blue tarps are 
strung over poles to provide protection from the 

sun but not rain. Friday we had a recorded 
making rain and George Kintu and I took a tarp 
and used a microphone stand as a center pole 

and created a tent to keep us  and the sound 
equipment dry

This is Dr. JD Bonner with the Mego staff who 
worked with our eye team every day in the 
village. Dr. Bonner is doing surgery at Meno 

this week with Mengo staff helping as well

The only Saturday/Sunday photo to survive in 
my camera is a small part of the pre-op 
procedure where here the B/P is working
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